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“Greg brought a lot of technical know-how to the team. Greg’s knowledge and focus helped the team come up with a brand new internal software product in record time and very high quality. Greg was easy to work with, eager to help and go above and beyond and generally speaking a pleasure to work with. I would hire Greg in the future if the opportunity arises.”

December 5, 2007

Radu Craioveanu, Director of Software Development, Savaje Technologies

managed Greg indirectly at Savaje Technologies

“What can I say? I love to work with great people! Greg is "great people".

After working with him at Raging Bull, and then moving to the new opportunity at Virtual Access Networks, I made “sure” that we hired Greg. Solid, dependable, knowledgable, and with a great attitude.

Virtual Access Networks would not have shone as brightly without Greg as an employee.”

April 26, 2006

Rick Castello, Director of Research and Development, Virtual Access Networks

managed Greg indirectly at Virtual Access Networks

“Greg worked with me at Virtual Access Networks as a Sr. Internet Systems Architect, in which, in that capacity, he provided us with extremely valuable services. He’s project management expertize, coupled with a “lets do it” attitude was an important component in allowing us to be awarded the Best Enterprise Product at Comdex Fall 2000. Greg is a tremendous asset to any corporation.”

October 21, 2004

Marcus Goncalves, Ed.D., CTO, Virtual Access Networks

managed Greg indirectly at Virtual Access Networks

“Greg is creative, innovative and willingly embraces new technologies with vigor. It was great to have him on our team at RagingBull.com.”

December 10, 2007

Stan Wrobel, Manager, Quality Assurance & Web Development, Terra-Lycos

worked with Greg at Savaje Technologies

“Working with Greg at OASIS has been a wonderful experience. His vision for the future of technology usage, both internally and for our end users, was directly responsible for everything the OASIS technology services staff has accomplished in the past few years. Greg was able to apply his ideals about free and open source software, tempered with business logic and practice, in a way that made him very valuable to the infrastructure and applications we rely on every day. His commitment to details ensured that problems were always resolved the "right" way, as opposed to just the quick and easy way (and sometimes all of the above). Greg's constant networking and research in the ways of the modern world of technology ensured he was ready to learn something new as soon as it could be beneficial to the organization.

OASIS will miss Greg at the helm of Technology Services.”

August 6, 2008

Neil Schelly, Senior Systems Administrator, OASIS

reported to Greg at OASIS

“Greg is an enthusiastic [open source] technologist who has become a regular contributor to the success of BostonPHP.org. Both an active speaker as well audience member Greg willing shares his ideas and thoughts on the direction open source and open standards are heading.”

November 28, 2007

Mark Withington, Founder, PLMresearch

worked directly with Greg at OASIS

“Greg is a skilled and highly-motivated individual who always has a smile on his face. Working with Greg gave me lots of valuable experience and exposure to technologies I may not have gotten otherwise. It was always a great pleasure to work with Greg.”

April 9, 2008

Matt Jukins, Release Engineer, Savaje

worked directly with Greg at Savaje Technologies
Collaborator

Open Source Software in Business Critical Environments
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LINUX TALENT IN HIGH DEMAND
EXCERPTS FROM THE 2012 LINUX JOBS REPORT

81% OF RECRUITERS SAY HIRING LINUX TALENT IS A PRIORITY.

63% OF EMPLOYERS SEEK MORE LINUX TALENT RELATIVE TO OTHER SKILL AREAS.

85% OF HIRING MANAGERS SAY LINUX TALENT IS HARD TO FIND.

NEARLY 1/3 OF COMPANIES ARE OFFERING ABOVE NORMAL PAY INCREASES TO LINUX PROS.
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This is the good stuff.